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The Brookhaven Mirror (203-0050)
shown in a Rose Silver leafed finish is
pure whimsy. Asymmetrical hand-
carved curves of varying depths
reflect a feeling of pure joy. 
H: 61" x W: 61" x D: 6"

The Vedder Sideboard (370-0030)
shown in our new Clove finish with
Dark Brass accents is a nod to mid-
century styling. The complementary
Sorisia Hall Cabinet is also on display
this market. 
H: 39" x W: 87" x D: 22"

The Strada Mirror (202-0103) shown
in a Rose Silver leafed finish is
reminiscent of a snowflake reflecting
variations of light from its undulating
curves and carved cut work.
H: 61" x W: 61" x D: 5"

The Richardson Writing Desk (341-
0021) features Ivory Matte fluting
framed by Truffle Matte trim. The
Truffle Matte top and legs complete
this clean, tailored look. 
H: 31" x W: 61" x D: 26"

The Angus 8 Dining Table (383-
0039-8) welcomes your guests with
mid-century style. The gently curved
bases feature our new Clove finish
on the exterior and eye-catching
Dark Brass on the interior. 
H: 30" x W: 95" x D: 48"

The Oryan Chair (460-0069-1)
shown in our new Clove finish
exemplifies Lily’s attention to detail.
The wood trim, featured on the Oryan
chair and its complementary Pierson
sofa, is exceptional. 
H: 32" x W: 38" x D: 36"

The Nicolla Headboard (470-0044-B)
shown in Dune Matte finish features
exquisitely hand carved Irises on the
right and left panels. It is a beautiful
work of art from the Isle of Java
artisans. 
H: 60" x W: 128" x D: 5"

The Anatole Ottoman (443-0020) in
our new Clove finish completes our
Press Kit choices. With beautiful
exposed wood detailing, it is the
perfect addition to a dressing room,
living room or entry way.
H: 19" x W: 24" x D: 24"

http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Lily Koo is a luxury furnishings atelier established in 2010 on the island of Java, Indonesia. Recognized worldwide for the skill of its wood carvers
and craftsmen, Lily Koo furnishings showcase the renowned artistry of the people of Java.

Lily Koo’s innovative designs are influenced by the classics and re-imagined for today’s contemporary interiors. Our accomplished in-house
designers, engineers, and crafts people are committed to creating high quality products aligned with current trends and client aspirations.

Drawing on years of industry experience, Lily Koo is committed to ensuring consistent product quality and continuous innovation focused on
long term sustainability and growth. Strict quality control systems allow our skilled staff to monitor each piece through completion, ensuring
consistent high-quality products that are built to last for generations.

Lily Koo furnishings are featured in residential, commercial and hospitality projects worldwide. Special order finishes and designs provide
architects and designers the options needed to add distinction to their projects.
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